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"With just you fools from the Hiltons? What a joke! Let's see if you can do anything for us!’ Angus sniffed, looking at Sebastian in

disdain.

"Very well, you asked for this yourselves! Since that's the case, don't blame me for what happened!"

Sebastian let out a frustrated laugh. After that, he ordered the two elders," Show Angus the might of the Hiltons!"

"Yes!"

The two elders acknowledged the orders and walked out.

After that, the two of them unleashed their auras, and two waves of Almighty State's true energy surged out, immediately pushing

down on Angus and the other Thompsons!

"Angus, you only have the Sixth with you as an Almighty State expert! Let's see what you can do to me!" Sebastian sneered as

he adopted a look that seemed as if the Hiltons already had victory in their hands!

It also seemed to be the case!

Almighty State martial artists stood at the peak of the Southern region. They were unbeatable!

When it came to power, the Hiltons had two Almighty State experts with them, while the Thompsons only had one. It would be

easy for them to win!

When it came to numbers, Angus did not even have twenty men with him, while the Hiltons and the Golans had at least double

what the Thompsons had!

No matter how you looked at it, Angus' side did not seem to stand a chance at all!

Yet, before he could even finish his beautiful thoughts, something that shocked him happened at the next moment!

"Sebastian, who told you we only have one Almighty State martial artist with us? The Hiltons are still far from being able to

compete against the Thompsons!" Angus scoffed.

After that, he spoke to the Sixth Uncle and two old men behind him, saying, "Uncle, we'll leave the Almighty State martial artists

to you guys!"

"Yes!”

Then, the three old men quickly walked to the elders from the Hiltons, standing in front of them in an imposing manner!

Right after that, they unleashed their auras. Three waves of immense true energy flowed up, clashing firmly against the elders

from the Hiltons!

"Three Almighty State martial artists?! How is this possible?!"

Sebastian, Eliam, and the others were shocked to feel the immense true energy coming out!

It was obvious that none of them expected Angus to have come prepared. He actually brought two Almighty State experts with

him!

It caught them completely off guard!

"Sebastian, didn't you want to see who had more Almighty State martial artists? Let's see what else you have to say now!’ Angus

said snidely.

The Thompsons stood at the top of the major families in the Southern region. Their power and influence was immense. They had

over a dozen Almighty State experts!

He was worried that Hughes would be targeting Leon. So, for the sake of safety, he brought two Almighty State experts with him!

It was perfect!

The two Almighty State experts, alongside the Sixth Uncle, made three!

That was a powerful lineup. There was no way he would be afraid of the Hiltons and the Golans!
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